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Berkut bites down on Tick Hill
PERTH-based junior Berkut Minerals will be the vehicle for the
backdoor listing of Carnaby Resources, picking up nine-month-old
agreements with Diatreme Resources, Syndicated Metals and
Superior Resources aimed at giving it control over the Tick Hill
gold project in Queensland.

Tick Hill has seen limited drilling.

Finance >
Carnaby, which was founded by former Beadell Resources executives Peter
Capital-markets Bowler and Robert Watkins, had hoped Tick Hill would be the cornerstone asset

for a new oat last year, but the pair has now elected to backdoor into Berkut,
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which after two years looking at Scandinavian nickel and cobalt will focus on
Aussie gold.
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Bowler is set to take on the role of non-executive chairman and Watkins as
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managing director, with current MD Neil Inwood to join existing directors Justin
Tremain and Paul Payne on the non-executive bench.
Carnaby put together the original agreements in June 2018, with Diatreme and
Superior selling outright and Syndicated divesting 82.5% of its Southern Hub
tenements but retaining a 17.5% free-carried stake until any decision to mine and the essence of those deals remains.
Berkut, to be renamed Carnaby, will have 100% of three Tick Hill mining leases
and 26sq.km of surrounding exploration tenements, plus its interest in
Syndicated's Southern Hub.
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Tick Hill will become a key asset for Berkut, and a focus for exploration.
The mine produced 511,000 ounces grading 22.5 grams per tonne and was one
of Australia's highest grade and most pro table gold mines for its owner, MIM
Holdings, between 1991 and 1995.
The mine was worked to 235m before being abandoned, but it is believed that
the Tick Hill orebody is faulted o at depth - although any o set extension is yet
to be discovered.
For more than 20 years the Tick Hill area and some 320sq.km of surrounding
land have been under a fractured ownership so have seen little exploration.
Near-mine drilling that could be followed up increased hits such as 2m at
10.4.2gpt from 92m, 2m at 40.2gpt from 17m and 5m at 20.6gpt from 66m.
There are numerous historical gold and copper occurrences across the package
that Berkut hopes to explore with modern exploration techniques for the rst
time, including a large iron oxide-copper-gold target at Grassano with up to
114gpt in rock chips, the historical Duchess mine from which 205,000t of 12.5%
copper was recovered, and promising copper hits at the Ivanhoe prospect and
copper-gold at Nil Desperandum.
Diatreme, which looked at options for the Tick Hill tailings, has de ned a
resource of 630,000t at 1.08gpt gold for 22,000oz associated with the tailings.
The new Carnaby will retain its cobalt and nickel projects in Norway and Sweden,
and will also acquire some 972sq.km of WA gold exploration assets as part of the
transaction.
The Malmac project covers some 810sq.km the northern Yilgarn with host rocks
similar in age and geology to Sand re Resources' DeGrussa deposit, while
Throssel covers 162sq.km some 70km north of the 6.2Moz Gruyere deposit
being developed by the Gold Road Resources and Gold elds.
The Porphyry North project near Carosue Dam is no longer part of Carnaby's
plans.
To fund the work, the Carnaby crew will come to Berkut with $1.6 million in
commitments for a placement of 20.5 million shares at 7.8c, giving the new
company $4.9 million in cash.
The total consideration for the Tick Hill acquisition will be 7.2 million shares
issued to Diatreme, 5.1 million shares to Syndicated and 2.5 million shares and
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up to $41,300 cash to Superior.
Up to $5 million in royalties is owned to Glencore from any production at Tick
Hill.
Carnaby's vendors will be issued 6.4 million shares and 12 million 9-10c options
with a ve-year term.
Superior intends to focus on its lead-zinc and copper-gold projects in elsewhere
in Queensland, Diatreme will focus on its zircon and silica bulk projects, and
Syndicated will focus on Western Australian gold exploration.
Berkut shareholders need to approve the deals, which would see the company's
paper in the market almost double. Diatreme and Syndicated would each be
signi cant shareholders in Carnaby
The heads of agreement require key conditions being met by April 30.
Berkut's shares were up signi cantly on the news, rising some 25% in morning
trade to hit 10c, its highest level since August, giving it a market capitalisation of
$5.4 million.
Diatreme shares were also up 7% to 1.5c, pushing its value back to $20 million
while Superior shares were steady at 0.6c, and Syndicated was unloved at 0.5c
with the companies valued at $4 million and $3 million respectively.
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